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Uniting against Poverty 

February 1, 2016 

It gives me great pleasure to send you our special commemorative issue of the flagship 

OFID Quart~!l:'-~ ~~.ine and than~ Yo~r Excell~~_cy_f2_!._your kind letter of congratulations on 

our 40th Annivers~1:L_ We have been overwhelmed by the heartfelt messages sent by our partners 

on th.is occasion. 

Through four decades of OFID's existence, the impact of our work has been greatly 

enhanced by cooperation with other development agents. As we look forward, embracing the 

recently adopted 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, we intend to build on these 

partnerships, re-affirming OFID's mandate to eradicate poverty. 

In line with our commitment to staying relevant and responding to current developments, 

OFID has dedicated its 40th Anniversary year to the plight of refugees. Th.is move is .intended as 

a sign of solidarity, both with the people torn from their roots and with OFID's host country 

Austria, which continues to shoulder a disproportionate burden. A new situation is developing 

that needs urgent attention from all. OFID has always supported refugees in its operations since 

incept.ion and has especially a longstanding cooperation with the UN Relief and Works Agency 

for Palestinian Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA), and the United Nat.ions High 

Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). 

Therefore, we would like to invite Y?~~~f, alongside H E Filippo Grandi, High 

Commissioner for Refugees, and HE Pierre Krahenbuhl, Commissioner General of UNR WA to 

visit the OFID premises during your upcoming visit to Vienna, Austria to attend _t.!?-~ United 

Nat.ions System Chief Executives Board for Coordination held on 27-28th of April, 2016. Th.is 

will be an opportune time for Your Excellency to visit our Headquarters, and for us to shed_!!~ 
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on our work on SE4ALL and the refuge_<: __ ~ri~ collectively. We hope you can make time 

following or prior to your meeting during your trip to visit OFID who has been a long supporter 

of a variety of UN entities throughout its 40 years of existence as a development partner. 

At OFID, we believe that collaborative partnership will guarantee success in achieving the 

SDGs and we look forward to further cooperation with the United Nations in the future. 


